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8 1. INTRODUCTION 
The past few years have evidenced a considerable increase in the degree of 
sophistication present in the study of the geometry of Banach spaces. The 
notions of type and cotype introduced by B. Maurey and G. Pisier are an 
example of this increased sophistiqation. The application of these and related 
notions to fundamental questions of Banach space structure theory bears 
witness to their importance. Perhaps nowhere has their effect been so obvious 
as in the study of the finer structure of Banach lattices. 
In this note we gather a few of the tools developed by Maurey and Pisier and 
apply them to give a complete cataloguing of the type and cotype of the Lorentz 
function spaces Lpq. The reader will note that so powerful is this machinery of 
Maurey and Pisier that little work is needed to bring it to bear upon the case at 
hand. Therefore, were it not for the fact that the results herein appear to be 
among the first general linear topological invariants of the LpQ spaces discussed 
since Lorentz ([9], [lo]), this note might well be viewed as an application of 
some powerful new techniques now available in the study of many function 
spaces. 
9 2. REVIEW OF BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
The notions of type and cotype can be defined for arbitrary Banach spaces 
(see [8], I.e.12). 
DEFINITION 2.1, A Banach space X is of type p for some 1 up I 2 if there 
exists a constant MC 00 such that for every finite set (xi)j’= 1 in X, 
jh 1 CF=l ri(t)xiIIdtIM(C~=lIlxiIIP)l’P, 
where (ri)Zl denotes the Rademacher functions. X is of cotype q for some 
2 s q c 00 if there exists a constant MC 00 such that for every finite set (xi)y= 1 
in X, 
For example, as shown in [8], 0 1 .e, the Lebesgue spaces L&), 1 =p< 00, are 
of type min (2, p) and of cotype max (2, p), while CO, the space of null 
sequences, is of no typep > 1 and of no cotype qc 00. In order to study type and 
cotype in Banach lattices, we recall the related notions of p-convexity and q- 
concavity (see [8] l.d.3). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 1 up, q I 00. A Banach lattice X is said to bep-convex 
if there exists a constant M< 00 such that for every finite set {xi)r= 1 in X, 
[(Cr=l IXilP)""/ IM(~~EIIIXiI(p)l’p if1 lp<@, 
or l)SUPlsilnIXiI )I 22:M maxi 5 is n )I xi 11 ifp = 00. X is said to be q-concave if there 
exists a constant MC 00 such that for every finite set (xi)r= 1 in X’, 
(~~=l~~xi~q)“qIM#(~~~l IXippq if1 IQ<oo, 
ormaxl~i~nllXi)I IM[SLlpt5isn)XiI (1 if q==. 
Since for any functions dr;:}r= 1 in L&) we have 
[(EL Ifif;:lp)l’pIJp=(~in=~ IlfillX>l’~ if 15p<m, 
or 
/jSUPl5isnlJj;:l (I(x)= maxkilnJlfif;:lm ifp=a, 
LP@) is both p-convex and p-concave. Thus the notions of p-convexity and p- 
concavity arise by replacing the above equalities by one-sided estimates. 
REMARKS. 1. Note that every Banach lattice is l-convex and =-concave. 
2. For our purpose in studying type and cotype in LPq spaces, it is enough 
for the Banach lattice to be a lattice of functions with the usual pointwise order. 
In general Banach lattices, the method of J. Krivine [6] is usually followed to 
give a precise meaning to the element ( C?= I Jxi (P)l’p appearing in the above 
definition. 
3. If in the definitions of type p and p-convexity only vectors (xi>?= 1 with 
pairwise disjoint supports are considered, the definitions coincide. A similar 
situation holds in the definitions of cotype q and q-concavity. The notions 
obtained by considering only disjoint vectors is given in the following definition 
(see [8], l.f.4). 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let 1 cp, q c 00. A Banach lattice X is said to satisfv an 
upperp-estimate if there exists a constant MC 00 such that for every finiteset of 
pairwise disjoint vectors (xi);= I in X, 
X is said to satisfy a lower q-estimate if there exists a constant MC 00 such that 
for every finite set of pairwise disjoint vectors (xi}y= 1 in X, 
We note that pairs of properties closely related to that given in Definition 2.3 
have been defined in the literature. J.J. Grobler [4] introduced the fp compo- 
sition property and the fp decomposition property for Banach function spaces, 
and P. Dodds [2] formulated these notions for Banach lattices. Dodds also 
introduced the strong 1, composition property and the strong /, decomposition 
property, which by their definitions are identical to the respective notions of 
upper p-estimate and lower p-estimate. Moreover, Dodds has shown that a 
Banach lattice has the strong ip decomposition property if and only if it has the 
b decomposition property, and W.K. Vietsch has shown in his thesis that a 
Banach lattice has the strong I, composition property if and only if it has the I,, 
composition property (see [14], lemma 8.2, which is actually a special case of a 
result of P. Meyer-Nieberg). Thus, for Banach lattices, the above two pairs of 
properties coincide with that given in Definition 2.3. 
Indices -for Banach function spaces and Banach lattices were defined by 
Grobler and Dodds respectively. In both cases, the definitions are as follows: 
s(X) = sup {p 2 1: the f, composition property holds in X} 
a(X) = inf (pz 1: the ip decomposition property holds in X}. 
In the course of our determination of the type and cotype of the LP4 spaces, 
we shall also compute the indices sp4 and apq of these spaces, The following 
propositions, due to Maurey and Pisier, show some of the connections between 
the above three pairs of notions (see [8], $j 1 .d-8 1 .f). 
PROPOSITION 2,4. 
(i) A q-concave Banach lattice, q 2 2, is of cotype q. 
(ii) A p-convex Banach lattice, 11~12, which is also q-concave for some 
q< 00, is of type p. 
The proofs follow easily from a generalization, due to Maurey, of the 
classical Khintchine inequality. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X be a Banach lattice, 1 <p < Q) and 1 /p + 1 /p’ = 1. 
Then 
(i) X is p-convex (concave) if and only if its dual X * is p’-concave (convex). 
(ii) X satisfies an upper (lower) p-estimate if and only if its dual X * satisfies a 
lower (upper) p’-estimate. 
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It is obvious that Banach lattice satisfies an upper (lower) p-estimate 
provided it is p-convex (concave). The converse is false as will be seen in the 
next section. However, we do have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If a Banach lattice satkfies an upper ([ower) r-estimate 
for some 1~ r< 00, then it is p-convex (q-concave) for every 1 <p c r < q < 00. 
An immediate corollary is that an r-convex (concave) Banach lattice is p- 
convex (q-concave) for every 1 <p< r < qc 00. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. A Banach lattice which satisfies a lower q-estimate, q > 2, 
is of cotype q. 
PROPOSITION 2.8, A Banach lattice is of type p, 1 <p I 2, if and only if its 
dual X * is of cotype p’, 1 /p + 1 /p ’ = 1, and X *satisfies an upper r-estimate for 
some r> 1. 
13. THECATALOGUINGOFTHETYPEANDCOTYPEOFTHEL,SPACES 
We begin by recalling the definitions and basic properties of the L, spaces. 
Given a measure space (a, Z, p), where the measure p is nonnegative and cr- 
finite, LP&) is the collection of (classes of) real-valued measurable functions f 
on Q with iIf& c OD, where 
llfll k- - [ 
(q/p jo” [t”Pf *(t)]4 dt/t)“q, 1 <p< 00, 1 sq< oo 
supt>o wfyt), 1 <p< 00, q= 00. 
Here, f*(t) is the nonincreasing rearrangement of f onto (0, 00) defined by 
f *(t)=inf {y>O: +(y)st}, where Q(Y) =p(o E 0: If(o) 1 >y} is the distri- 
bution function off. If q >p, the weight function F/P- 1 is increasing and 1. [I& 
fails the triangle inequality (see [lo], p. 411). However, by considering the 
averaged function f**(t) = l/t jh f ys)ds and defining lflpq = If **I&, we 
obtain a norm for all values of p and q which is equivalent to I[ l ]&: 
IlfII& 5 Ilf lIP9 SP4J - 1) Ilf lb%* 
As shown by R.A. Hunt in his survey paper on Lpq spaces [5], the dual space of 
Lpqforq<~isLp~q~,wherep-l+(p’)-l=l=q-’+(q~-~. 
For convenience, we work with D = (0, 00) and p= Lebesgue measure, 
although the proofs are easily modified to any nonnegative a-finite measure 
space without atoms. Since the properties we consider are topological 
invariants, the equivalence of II l (& and 11 l lip4 will allow us to consider 
only II l Ilk. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Lp4 is not p-concave for 15 q Cp. 
PROOF: Fix an integer m and let {o-j}5 I map { 1,2, . . . . m} onto itself by 
aj(i)=(i+j) mod m. For 1 cjlm, putA= CEl ~(;-1,il/[qj(i)“P]. Then 
11 (Cj” 1 14 tpYp II& = ( CJ-Y= 1 l/j)*‘PIIx~g~1 lip* Iml@(log m + l)l’P. 
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On the other hand, sincefi*= EEr x(i-r,i)/il’p for all 1 =jsm, we have 
( CT= 1 ijj [#‘P = [m( Cy= 1 j@P - (j - l)4~P/j~~P)p~q]1~P >cml'P(lOg m)l’q 
for some c>O. Since m is arbitrary and q<p, this shows Lm is not p-concave. 
By taking fi = C K 1 x(i- l/m,i/ml/[oj(i)““], the same proof shows L&O, 1) is not 
p-concave for 1 s q <pa 
In order to show Lw does satisfy a lower p-estimate for 1 rq =p, we make 
use of an alternate expression for 1 l [;tb. Given a simple functionf= C ?= I CiXlZi, 
where {Ei}Y= 1 are painvise disjoint measurable sets, let Cal) 1~~2) 1.. . 1 cdn) 1 
1Cu(n+l)- - 0 be the nonincreasing rearrangement of { 1 ci I}!‘= 1 and let 
di= xi=1 /.@~Q), 1 lien with do=O. 
Then 
4-w = di, if C~(i+l)SyCC~i), 1 liln 0, if y2cc(l) 
so that 
f ‘W= 
c,(i), if di-~st<di, 1 Sian 
0, if tzd, 
. 
Hence 
If IL% = (q/p 50” t @“-l(fft))qdt)l’q=(C?c ’ a(l) &’ .(d ‘?‘p 1 a #‘!?))‘/9, 
while on the other hand 
(q 50” p- ‘(A&))q’pdy)“q = 
= (d;‘@P,,,,, + d:?l(&- l) - c&,) + . . . + dq’@(P,l, - %2,))‘/4 = 
= ( C Tz 1 P,i~(d~” - d?!~))“‘* 
Since the simple functions are dense in Lpq, q< a0 ([S]), we have 
IlfH k = (a lo” P - I &-W)q’pdu)1’9. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Lp4 satisfies a lowerp-estimate for 15 qcp. 
PROOF: Let fhf2, ..*,f L ,,E p4 with pairwise disjoint supports. Note that 
L~fi = C &. By the above observation, the desired inequality 
(CL Ilfilp$yP-f~ %.h~$q 
becomes 
i.e., 
CL llAALAY)s~q cr=i AjJL&), 
where r=q/p and dv=qp- ldy, which holds with M= 1, since the quasi-norm 
in L, is super-additive when 0 < r< 1. 
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To show Lp4 is q-convex for 15 q<p, we use another formula for (1 l II&, 
valid only for 1 sq<p. The formula states that 
where the supremum is taken over all measure-preserving automorphisms 
T: Q-52. Given any such automorphism 7, note that f and f 0 T are equi- 
measurable (i.e., have the same distribution function), hence f * = (f 0 T)*. 
Since the inequality jr f(t)g(f)&(t) I jFf*(t)g*(t)dt holds for any measurable 
functionsf and g (see [5], 1.9), we thus have 
The reverse inequality follows by noting that given any two equimeasurable step 
,functions f and g, there exists a measure-preserving automorphism T: Q-+52 
such that fir) = g(r(t)). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Lpq is q-ConVexfOr 1 Iq<p. 
PROOF. Given fi&, . . .,fn E Lpq, we have 
I[( c L I IJ? ) Qp llpy = sup (q/p 50” tq’p- ’ f ( 1 i”= 1 Ifi 1 Qpqr(t)) I W) 
= sup (q/p jo” tq’p- ‘( c Y= 1 fLf;:(T(t)) 1 Q)&) I 
IgLi sup(q/pj; rq’P-‘lJ(T((f))Iw)= c:=,H&iz. 
Using Proposition 2.5 and the fact that Lpq =Lp~q~, we can summarize as 
follows: 
THEOREM 3.4. (a) Let 1 ~qcp. Then 
(0 Lpq is not p-concave, but satisfies a lower p-estimate, 
(ii) LP4 is q-convex. 
(b) Let l<p<q<c=. Then 
(i) LP4 is not p-convex, but satisfies an upper p-estimate. 
(ii) Lw is q-concave. 
We are now prepared to exhibit the type and cotype of the L, spaces. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 1 IQ cp. Then the following holds. 
(i) Lpq is of type min (2, q). 
(ii) rfp # 2, Lw is of cotype max (2, p). 
(iii) Lz~ is of cotype (2 + E), for all e>O. 
PROOF. (i) LPq is min (2, q)-convex and satisfies a lower p-estimate, so by 
Proposition 2.4, LPq is s-concave for any p cs < 03. Hence, LPQ is of type min 
(2, q) by Proposition 2.4(ii). 
(ii) If p<2, Lw is 2-concave, hence of cotype 2 by Proposition 2.4(i). If 
p>2, Lp4 satisfies a lower p-estimate, so it is of cotypep by Proposition 2.4(i). 
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(iii) For any E >O, Lzq is (2 + &)-concave and hence of cotype (2 + E) by 
Proposition 2.4(i). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 1 <p< q < 0~. Then the following holds. 
(i) If p f 2, LPQ is of type min (2, p). 
(ii) LQ is of type (2 - E) for all E > 0. 
(iii) LPq is of cotype max (2, q). 
PROOF. (i) Ifp#2, L&= LPagf (1 <q’<p’#2) is of cotype max (2, p’) and 
satisfies an upper q’-estimate. By Proposition 2.8, LP4 is of type min (2, p). 
(ii) For any E > 0, Lz~ is (2 - &)-convex and also q-concave, hence of type 
(2-E). 
(iii) Lpq is max (2, q)-concave, so it is of cotype max (2, q) by Proposition 
2.4(i). 
To complete our classification, we finally consider LPm, 1 <p < ao. As shown 
in [3], II imbeds complementably into LPI 1, hence CO is isomorphic to a subspace 
of LPaD. Since CO is of no type r> 1, and of no cotype s < 00, we obtain 
THEOREM 3.7. Let 1 <p<=. 
(i) LPQ3 is of no type r> 1. 
(ii) LPm is of no cotype s< 00. 
Using the results above, we can compute the indices s,, and a,, of L, 
defined in 9 2. Vietsch [14] has proved that 1 zzs,, ~min (p,q) I max (p, q) I 
5 apq I 00. We improve these estimates in our final result. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let s,, and apq be the indices of Lpq (1 cp < 00, 1 I qs w). 
Then spq = min (p, q) and opq = max (p, q). 
PROOF. Since LpP = Lp(,u), the casep = q is trivial. Let 1 I q cp. By Theorem 
3.4(a) and Proposition 2.6, opq =p. Moreover, .Lpq is q-convex so it satisfies an 
upper q-estimate. However, 1, imbeds into Lpq (see [3], p. 406), and by con- 
sidering the unit vector basis of lq it follows that /* does not satisfy an upper r- 
estimate for any r> q. Hence spq = q. 
The case 1 cp< q 5 w follows by duality. Indeed, it follows from Propo- 
sition 2.5(ii) and the remarks after Definition 2.3 that if X is a Banach lattice 
with norm dual X *, then l/s(X) + 1/0(X *) = 1 and 1 /a(X) + l/s(X *) = 1. 
Using the fact that Lpq = L;q,, we obtain spq =p and a,, = q. 
54.ADDEDCOMMENTS 
We do not know if (Lpg, 11 l IIpq) is uniformly convex, but we may address the 
question of uniform convexifiability in LW with use of results from T. Figiel 
and W.B. Johnson (see [S], l.f.1). The conclusion to be drawn: 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 <p, q<m. Then 
(i) LP4 is unryortm’y convexifkzble with modulus of convexity of power type 
equal to the corresponding value of its cotype. 
(ii) LP4 is uniformiy smoothable with modulus of smoothness of power type 
equal to the corresponding value of its type. 
Another conclusion to be drawn from the results of Q 3 concerns the linear 
topological structure of the LP,l spaces. As Banach lattices with finite cotype, 
LP, I does not contain CO and hence is weakly sequentially complete. In addition, 
LP, 1 is known to be a dual space [13], and being separable, has the Radon- 
Nikodym property [l]. However, LP, 1 is not an H-space; indeed, by a theorem 
of D. Lewis and C. Stegall[7], an a-space which is isomorphic to a subspace of 
a separable dual space imbeds into II, and it is easily seen that LP, I does not have 
the Schur property. 
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